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In order to power our planet for the next century, clean energy technologies
need to be developed and deployed. Photovoltaic solar cells, which convert sunlight
into electricity, are a clear option; however, they currently supply < 0.1% of the US
electricity due to the relatively high cost per Watt of generation. Thus, our goal is
to create more power from a photovoltaic device, while simultaneously reducing its
price. To accomplish this goal, we are creating new high efficiency anti-reflection
coatings that allow more of the incident sunlight to be converted to electricity, using
simple and inexpensive coating techniques that enable reduced manufacturing costs.
Traditional anti-reflection coatings (consisting of thin layers of non-absorbing
materials) rely on the destructive interference of the reflected light, causing more
light to enter the device and subsequently get absorbed. While these coatings are
used on nearly all commercial cells, they are wavelength dependent and are deposited
using expensive processes that require elevated temperatures, which increase produc-
tion cost and can be detrimental to some temperature sensitive solar cell materials.
We are developing two new classes of anti-reflection coatings (ARCs) based on
textured dielectric materials: (i) a transparent, flexible paper technology that relies
on optical scattering and reduced refractive index contrast between the air and semi-
conductor and (ii) silicon dioxide (SiO2) nanosphere arrays that rely on collective
optical resonances. Both techniques improve solar cell absorption and ultimately
yield high efficiency, low cost devices. For the transparent paper-based ARCs, we
have recently shown that they improve solar cell efficiencies for all angles of incident
illumination reducing the need for costly tracking of the sun’s position [1], [2]. For a
GaAs solar cell, we achieved a 24% improvement in the power conversion efficiency
using this simple coating. Because the transparent paper is made from an earth
abundant material (wood pulp) using an easy, inexpensive and scalable process,
this type of ARC is an excellent candidate for future solar technologies.
The coatings based on arrays of dielectric nanospheres also show excellent po-
tential for inexpensive, high efficiency solar cells. The fabrication process is based
on a Meyer rod rolling technique, which can be performed at room-temperature and
applied to mass production, yielding a scalable and inexpensive manufacturing pro-
cess. The deposited monolayer of SiO2 nanospheres, having a diameter of 500 nm
on a bare Si wafer, leads to a significant increase in light absorption and a higher
expected current density based on initial simulations, on the order of 15-20%. With
application on a Si solar cell containing a traditional anti-reflection coating (Si3N4
thin-film), an additional increase in the spectral current density is observed, 5%
beyond what a typical commercial device would achieve [3]. Due to the coupling be-
tween the spheres originated from Whispering Gallery Modes (WGMs) inside each
nanosphere, the incident light is strongly coupled into the high-index absorbing ma-
terial, leading to increased light absorption. Furthermore, the SiO2 nanospheres
scatter and diffract light in such a way that both the optical and electrical proper-
ties of the device have little dependence on incident angle, eliminating the need for
solar tracking. Because the layer can be made with an easy, inexpensive, and scal-
able process, this anti-reflection coating is also an excellent candidate for replacing
conventional technologies relying on complicated and expensive processes.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Solar in demand
The development of advanced photovoltaic technologies is critical to reducing
the cost per watt of alternative energy. Currently ∼ 10% of the US energy produc-
tion comes from renewables (including hydropower and biomass) and only < 0.1%
is from solar [4]. Recently the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) re-
leased a study suggesting that by 2050 nearly 80% of the power in the US could
be generated by renewable sources, while keeping the grid stable [5]. However, to
achieve this target, solar generation needs to increase to cover > 10% of energy
production.
In order to make solar photovoltaics cost competitive with fossil fuel based
technologies, it is crucial to reduce inefficiencies that limit the solar power conver-
sion. For a material with a given bandgap energy, the short-circuit current density,
Jsc, is limited by the cell’s ability to absorb above bandgap energy photons, and the
open-circuit voltage, Voc, is limited by the bandgap energy. The efficiency, η, of the
solar cell is related to the product of these two quantities. Therefore, it is essential
to maximize both of them simultaneously in order to achieve the optimal solar cell
efficiency.
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The efficiency of a solar cell is defined as the ratio of the energy output from
the device to input energy from the sun. Thus, the efficiency depends not only
on the device and its operating temperature, but also on the sun’s spectrum and
intensity. Therefore, to compare the performance of different terrestrial solar cells,
we use the AM1.5G solar spectrum and a temperature of 25 ◦C.1
Figure 1.1 shows an example of a current-voltage curve for a typical solar cell
under illumination. The maximum power per unit area is given by
Pmax
A
= Jmax · Vmax
= Jsc · Voc · FF
(1.1)
where Jmax and Vmax are the current density and voltage at maximum power, A is
the area of the device, Jsc is the short-circuit current density, Voc is the open-circuit
voltage, and FF is the fill factor, which describes the squareness of the current-





Jsc · Voc · FF
Pin
(1.2)
where Pin is the input power from the sun. The input power per unit area is 1
kW/m2 (or 100 mW/cm2).
1AM1.5G refers to 1.5 air masses, which is the agreed upon standard illumination condition
for testing purposes based on average solar conditions. Note AM1.0G, would correspond to 1 air

















Figure 1.1: Current density as a function of voltage for a typical solar
cell showing important parameters and the maximum power point.
3
1.2 Solar cell light management
For a typical air-semiconductor interface, > 30% of the incident light is lost
to reflection, and reducing this reflection is a key design principle for making high-
quality solar cells. To accomplish this goal, coatings are typically applied that rely
on optical resonances. Recently, nanostructured materials based on metal [6] - [16],
dielectric [17] - [22], or semiconducting [23], [24] scatterers have been employed.
These structures typically rely on plasmonic resonances [6] - [16], whispering gallery
modes [17] - [19], [25] - [27], or Mie scattering [23]. While many advantages exist
for these subwavelength structures, their size often requires micro- and nanoscale
lithography or processing.
Light management layers are important for all solar cells to ensure that light
enters the device and that the absorption occurs in a region of the device that leads
to carrier generation and collection. It is also advantageous to make solar cells
thin, typically on the order of the minority carrier diffusion length to ensure carrier
collection. Thus, reflective back layers are often used to increase the optical path
length of light, which can be achieved through the use of highly reflective metal,
dielectric, or Bragg stack layers [28]. Additionally, light management layers can be
used to direct the light into regions where the absorption will lead to current genera-
tion rather than non-radiative recombination, which is likely to occur in passivating
window layers or near metal structures. These optimized light management layers
will thus depend on the type of device (e.g., absorption coefficient, carrier diffusion
length, etc.), and are very important for thin-films; however, a good anti-reflection
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coating (ARC) is necessary for all solar cells to ensure that light enters the device
and enables absorption.
1.3 Traditional anti-reflection coatings
Anti-reflection coatings are widely used in a variety of applications ranging
from eyeglasses and cameras to telescopes and solar cells. The basic principle is to
reduce reflection, which can be achieved using a number of effects based on either
coherent on incoherent reflection of light from surfaces. One of the first observations
of an anti-reflection coating effect was by Lord Rayleigh in the late 1800s. The glass
that was commonly used during that time period would tend to tarnish over time,
developing a thin layer on its surface. Rayleigh observed that tarnished glass would
transmit more light than a new, clean glass surface. The tarnished coating acted as
an anti-reflection layer with an index of refraction intermediate between that of air
and glass.
Today, most common anti-reflection coatings rely on thin-film interference ef-
fects to reduce reflection at the top interface of a solar cell. Traditional methods
for anti-reflection coatings generally involve the deposition of single- or double-layer
films in order to improve transmission by interference of the reflected light [29].
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Figure 1.2: (a) Schematic showing a single-layer traditional anti-
reflection coating. (b) The anti-reflection coating minimizes the light
reflection effectively at a wavelength of ∼ 600 nm.
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To minimize light reflection to air, the thickness of the traditional anti-reflection
coating should be chosen to be one quarter of the wavelength of the incident light.
For the best operation, the refractive index of that layer should be the geometric
mean of that of the materials surrounding it (e.g., air and substrate of the solar
cell). With meeting those conditions, the reflected light after traversing the film is
180◦ out of phase with the light reflected off the first surface. This way, the reflected










where n0, n1, and n2 are refractive index for air, the traditional anti-reflection coat-
ing, and substrate of the solar cell, respectively, d1 is the thickness of the traditional
anti-reflection coating, and λ0 is a free space wavelength of the incident light.
Because these techniques rely on interference, they are typically optimized for
a wavelength in the middle of the solar spectrum and perform poorly at wavelengths
far from the optimum or for grazing angles of incidence. Further, these anti-reflection
coatings are manufactured by film deposition techniques such as chemical vapor de-
position (CVD), sputtering, or evaporation, which have many disadvantages in terms
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of cost and the possibility of high temperature environments that are unsuitable for
certain solar cell architectures. Thus, how cheaply and easily these layers can be
made and how effective they are is of significant importance to future PV technolo-
gies.
One alternative to thin-film anti-reflection coatings is the use of metal or di-
electric nanostructures [6] - [9], [12], [13], [15], [17] - [19], [23], [30] - [37]. The
scattering properties of metal nanoparticles can be tuned by modifying their size,
shape, or the surrounding environment and can lead to preferential forward scat-
tering when placed on top of a high index substrate, such as a solar cell [38]. High
index dielectric or semiconductor scattering objects can also yield improved forward
scattering via coupling to Mie resonances [23], [39]. These structures have shown
improved anti-reflection characteristics; however, they are generally more compli-
cated to fabricate, as they rely on subwavelength structures that require microscale
and nanoscale lithography.
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1.4 Transparent paper-based anti-reflection coating
To circumvent the aforementioned difficulties, we present the use of an inex-
pensive and easy to process transparent paper for anti-reflection coatings (Chapter
3). The transparent paper, consisting of cellulose fibers, is used to reduce the index
contrast between air and the semiconducting absorber layer, which ultimately in-
creases light absorption within the solar cell. Furthermore, surface texturing of the
cellulose leads to angle insensitive behavior over all wavelengths under considera-
tion. Because of the ease of this process, the approach described here is a potential
candidate for next generation ARCs that replace the conventional coatings, which
rely on high-cost, vacuum deposition methods. Additionally, these cellulose ma-
terials are lightweight, flexible, and recyclable. These properties have allowed for
the recent use of cellulose papers as substrates for polymer solar cells and batter-
ies [40] - [45]. These renewable and sustainable materials have good mechanical
properties, low densities, low thermal expansion, tunable optical properties, and
low toxicity [40], [46] - [54].
The transparent paper, which is fabricated by a papermaking technique using
TEMPO-treated micro-sized wood fibers, has excellent optical properties (Chapter
2). The paper used in this study not only has high optical transparency, but it
also exhibits increased optical scattering. High transmittance allows most incident
light to propagate though the paper and reach the active layer, while the optical
scattering enables the possibility of increased path length. The scattering may be
important for very thin solar cells; however, this feature is of less importance for
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optically thick devices, typically made of Si, GaAs, etc.
1.5 Dielectric resonator-based anti-reflection coating
Silicon dioxide (SiO2) nanospheres offer a promising nanophotonic ARC option
route due to its light trapping and scattering properties (Chapter 4). Further, SiO2
nanoscale structures are stable with respect to extreme temperatures and illumina-
tion and are commonly used in micro fabrication. Moreover, SiO2 is earth abundant.
Different techniques have been used to achieve layers of SiO2 nanospheres on top of
photo-active layers on flexible and rigid substrates, including the Langmuir-Blodgett
method [19], [55], sedimentation [56], and controlled evaporation [57]. Despite the
success in obtaining large areas covered with spheres, these approaches are not gen-
erally compatible with roll-to-roll processes, which are required for most continuous,
mass production approaches.
The Meyer rod rolling technique has been used to deposit solution-based nano-
materials (i.e. graphene [58], silver nanowires [59], and carbon nanotubes [60]) on
a variety of mechanical supports, including plastics, wafers, and glasses, enabling
coatings for flexible electronics and energy storage devices. In this study, we use
the Meyer rod rolling technique with an aqueous solution of SiO2 nanospheres and
demonstrate that optical modes can be excited from incident illumination and lead
to increased photocurrent in an underlying solar cell (Chapter 4).
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1.6 Outline of this thesis
This thesis focuses on the use of non-resonant and resonant dielectric coatings
for photovoltaics using (1) transparent cellulose fiber-based paper and (2) spherical
dielectric micro-resonators. The following chapters are outlined as follows:
• Chapter 2 shows the characterization of the optical properties of the cellu-
lose fiber paper used as an anti-reflection coating. Additionally, we describe
the attachment process of paper to a typical solar cell.
• Chapter 3 describes the application of the cellulose-fiber paper coatings to
various optoelectronic devices, specifically three solar cell materials: GaAs, Si,
and P3HT, a common polymer solar cell material. Optical measurements are
performed to determine the reduced reflection achieved with these coatings,
and external quantum efficiency and current-voltage characteristics are used
to determine the improvement in the power output and, hence, the efficiency
increase.
• Chapter 4 focused on the use of nanoscale SiO2 spherical resonators to
improve the performance of a Si solar cell. A detailed comparison is made
between measurements of the optical and electrical response on the microscale
and macroscale.
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• Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes our findings and provides an outlook for fu-
ture work.
Chapters 2 and 3 are based on material published in D. Ha et al., “Paper-based
anti-reflection coatings for photovoltaics,” Advanced Energy Materials, 4, 1301804
(2014) and D. Ha et al., “Advanced broadband antireflection coatings based on cel-
lulose microfiber paper,” IEEE Journal of Photovoltaics, 5, 577-583 (2015). Chapter
4 is based on a manuscript currently in review, D. Ha, et al., “Demonstration of
resonance coupling in scalable dielectric micro-resonator coatings for photovoltaics,”
(submitted and under review).
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Chapter 2: Characterization of cellulose-fiber paper
2.1 Overview
In this chapter, we present the optical properties of a new ARC that is based
on microscale cellulose fibers (Fig. 2.1). These fibers are constructed into a trans-
parent paper that is able to scatter light at large angles, enabling increased optical
path lengths and absorption within thin-film low-index solar cells (e.g., polymer
cells). For high-index solar cells, the path length enhancement is modest but can be
improved if there is sufficient scattering at the paper-semiconductor interface. These
transparent cellulose papers act as broadband ARCs that work over a wide range of
incidence angles and are made in a simple inexpensive process using materials that








Figure 2.1: Transparent paper ARC. (a) Photograph of the transparent
paper showing high transmission, yet large angular scattering. (b) SEM
of the cellulose fibers that make up the transparent paper. (c) Textured
monocrystalline Si solar cell with transparent paper ARC attached.
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2.2 Transparent cellulose paper
Figure 2.1 shows an example of the cellulose paper used in these studies.
The transparent paper is fabricated using TEMPO-treated microsized wood fibers
through a papermaking technique [1], [61]. A 0.45 g TEMPO-oxidized bleached
sulfate softwood pulp is dispersed into deionized water with a concentration of 0.1%
by weight using a magnetic stirrer. The solution is stirred for 5 minutes to get a
homogeneous suspension. The prepared pulp is then poured into a Buchner funnel
with a filter membrane (Durpore Membrane, PVDF, 0.65 µm) to fabricate transpar-
ent paper by vacuum filtration. The film and filter membrane are placed between a
stack of regular filter papers and dried under mechanical pressure. The paper has
high optical transparency and also exhibits increased optical scattering (Figs. 2.1(a)
and 2.2(b)).
The randomly oriented cellulose fibers have an average width of 20-30 µm and
a length of 0.8 mm, yielding a total average film thickness of 40-50 µm. To create
adhesion between the transparent paper and solar cells, a droplet of polyvinyl alco-
hol (PVA) is used. The capillary interaction creates a conformal coating even when
a textured surface is used.
The high transmittance allows most of the incident light to propagate though
the paper to reach the active layer. For very thin cells, the optical scattering en-
ables the possibility of increased path length. The normalized scattering profile of
the transparent paper ARC is shown in Fig. 2.2(b). The paper was illuminated from
normal incidence with a tunable laser with wavelengths varying from λ = 500 nm
15





































Figure 2.2: Optical properties of paper coating. (a) Wavelength-
dependent transmission, absorption, and diffuse absorption data show
that the paper has small absorption for normally incident light; how-
ever, the absorption is increased for diffuse illumination (i.e., light inci-
dent from all angles). (b) Scattering profile under normal illumination
from a tunable laser (blue) shows similar forward scattering performance
(red) for all wavelengths measured (from 500 nm to 1000 nm).
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to λ = 1100 nm in 50-nm steps. The angular dependence of the transmitted signal
was recorded after scattering from the paper. For comparison, the angular spread of
the incident laser is shown (blue) in Fig. 2.2(b). There is significant scattering from
the normal for all wavelengths considered, which illustrates that the paper ARC has
broadband scattering properties from the visible to near-infrared range.
The transmission, absorption, and diffuse absorption of the paper were mea-
sured using an integrating sphere (Fig. 2.2(a)). High transmission and low ab-
sorption are found for normal incidence illumination. However, diffuse illumination
results in increased absorption, especially for shorter wavelengths. As discussed in
Chapter 3, this increased diffuse absorption leads to decreased performance for a
textured device.
For the macroscale optical measurements (transmission, absorption, and dif-
fuse absorption), a 150 W Xenon Arc lamp (6255, Newport Corp.) was coupled into
a monochromator (500M, SPEX Industries, Inc.), and a 6-inch integrating sphere
(Labsphere) was used. An integrating sphere is necessary to guarantee that all
scattered light is detected. Figure 2.3 shows a picture of a measurement setup and
Figure 2.4 shows a schematic illustrating the measurement configuration. The inci-
dent wavelength is selected using a computer controlled (Labview) monochromator.
With an iris placed beside the output port of the monochromator, we can adjust
the incoming light intensity and beam size. For lock-in measurements, the signal is
chopped at a fixed frequency. The chopping frequency is fed to a DSP lock-in ampli-
fier (SR830, Stanford Research Systems) for the reference signal. A beam splitter is
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Figure 2.3: A measurement setup to determine optical properties. Inset
shows the light at the wall of the integrating sphere, which is reflected
from a GaAs solar cell at the wavelength of 500 nm.
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and other goes toward the integrating sphere. The reference photodetector (in our
case a Si photodetector) monitors the incident power (Iref ), and it sends the signal
to the relay. Light from the other path enters the integrating sphere after passing
through various optical components, which enable the beam to be steered toward
different ports on the integrating sphere or to a separate setup for quantum effi-
ciency measurements. For the reflection data, the sample is positioned in the center
of the integrating sphere and can be rotated for angle dependent measurements.
When the light enters the main port of the integrating sphere, the reflected
light from the sample hits the wall of the integrating sphere, which is coated with a
Lambertian paint, and then is scattered within the sphere. This light is finally cap-
tured by the photodetector placed at the bottom of the integrating sphere (Isig,port1).
However, as this signal incorporates all secondarily reflected light components (i.e.
components that reflect off the wall of the integrating sphere and return to the
sample), we need to subtract these components from the measured signal (Isig,port1).
For this work, we change the beam path so that the incident light, instead, enters
the second port of the integrating sphere. In this configuration, we can make the
incident light first hit the wall of the integrating sphere, and we can collect all secon-
darily reflected light from the sample with the photodetector placed at the bottom
of the integrating sphere (Isig,port2). To calibrate the intensity difference between
the light beams entering the two ports, we do a similar baseline measurement with-
out the sample and record both intensities (Ibase,port1, Ibase,port2). All signals from
























Figure 2.4: Schematic showing the optical measurement setup to deter-
mine transmission, absorption, and reflection.
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and depends on the incident illumination angle and wavelength. In general, the
absorptivity is related to the reflectivity (Rsample) and the transmissivity (Tsample)
by
Asample = 1− (Rsample + Tsample). (2.2)
When there is no transmission (e.g. when a back reflector is used), Tsample =
0, and the expression becomes:
Asample = 1−Rsample. (2.3)
To measure the diffuse absorption (i.e. absorption that would occur due to a
diffuse light source), we shine light inside the integrating sphere to obtain diffused
light and measure the absorption of the sample. Because the sample is diffusely
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illuminated in this case, the signal from the photodetector attached to the integrat-
ing sphere depends both on the intrinsic absorptivity and the sample size, which
needs to be calibrated. There are three steps to determine the diffuse absorption of
the sample. First, for calibration, the light intensity within the integrating sphere
without the sample is measured. Second, optical intensities inside the integrating
sphere with samples having different sizes but with known absorptivity (e.g. Si) are
then measured. The diffuse absorption of materials with well-known absorptivity




T (θ) sin(θ) cos(θ)dθ (2.4)
where T (θ) is the transmission into the sample, θ is the angle from the normal, and
trigonometric terms represent the complete randomization. Third, we determine the
diffuse absorption of the sample with unknown absorptivity by measuring the opti-
cal intensities inside the integrating sphere with samples having different sizes. The
diffuse absorption of the sample then can be determined by comparing the measured
calibration signals with the reference sample (e.g. Si) to the measured calibration
signals with the sample having unknown absorptivity. Finally, these measurements
result in the transmission, absorption, and diffuse absorption data presented in Fig.
2.2a.
To determine the durability of the transparent paper ARC under extended
22
solar illumination, the paper was exposed to the AM 1.5G solar spectrum for 168 h,
which is equivalent to 21 days of illumination at 8 h per day (Fig. 2.5). No signifi-
cant degradation in the optical transmissivity (averaged across the solar spectrum)
was observed (i.e., the change in transmission was found to be within the noise of
the experiment < 1%). While future durability studies are needed, the transparent
paper appears to be a versatile and robust material. Additionally, glass encapsula-
tion should be considered for long-term applications, yielding further UV protection.
23





























Figure 2.5: Change in transmission (∆T = Tinitial - Thours of exposure)
upon illumination in a solar simulator for 160 hours (equivalent of 21
days of AM 1.5 illumination at 8 hours per day) shows no significant
degradation of the transmission over this timeframe.
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2.3 Attachment on solar cells
In addition to the simplicity of fabrication, the paper can be easily attached (or
removed) from the solar cell (Fig. 2.6). During the attachment process, polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) is used to ensure adhesion, and the paper can be detached by me-
chanical peeling from the cell. The transparent paper is cut into a rectangle with an
area of 1 cm × 1 cm for attachment to the cell. To improve cohesive strength be-
tween the transparent paper and the GaAs cell, 300 µL of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
solution (5% by weight) is used as a binder, and the trimmed transparent paper is
carefully placed on the PVA-covered cell to assure that the transparent paper covers
the entire active area. The laminated sample is then dried at room temperature.
Addition of the transparent paper ARC to a GaAs solar cell (M-Comm, the
structure of the cell is shown in Fig. 3.1) results in reduced reflection over all angles
and wavelengths throughout the visible spectrum (Fig. 2.7). The reflectivity is mea-
sured as a function of incident angle using an integrating sphere and monochromatic
light. Figure 2.7 shows contour plots of the reflectivity as a function of incident angle
(from 10◦ to 55◦) and wavelength (from 400 nm to 900 nm). Without the transparent
paper, the GaAs solar cell generally reflects approximately 35-45% of the incident
light (Fig. 2.7(a)); however, the addition of the transparent paper ARC reduces the
reflection to approximately 15-25%. While a commercially available GaAs cell was
used as a proof-of-principle demonstration, we show in Chapter 3 that this coating
technique can be applied to virtually any solar cell architecture ranging from Si,











Figure 2.6: (a) The transparent cellulose paper. (b) Attachment of the
transparent paper onto a GaAs solar cell using PVA. (c) The final cell
with transparent paper on top. (d) Detachment can be performed as
need. (e) SEM image of the transparent paper showing cellulose fibers.
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The angular dependence of the reflectivity is also interesting to consider if one
wishes to avoid the need for mechanical tracking elements to align the surface nor-
mal of the solar cell with the incident light from the sun. The angular dependence
of the reflectivity is also reduced when the transparent paper ARC is used (Fig.
2.7(a),(c)). We believe that this reduced angular dependence is due to the surface
texturing of the paper, which increases the likelihood of light entering the ARC,
even at steep angles.
The incident light was initially unpolarized; however, a slight polarization was
created as a result of the optical path of the beam prior to it entering the integrating
sphere. In order to account for this effect, the polarization was measured and the
calculated reflectivity was corrected by weighting the two polarizations as shown in
Fig. 2.7. This polarization calibration was also used in Fig. 3.5 in Chapter 3 to
compare simulated and experimental results on Si devices. Figure 2.8 shows the
polarization measurement for the experimental setup. Additional details about the
polarization measurement can be found in Appendix A.1.
The reduction of the reflectivity can be explained using an incoherent reflec-
tion model and agrees well with the experimental data (Fig. 2.7). The transparent
paper consists of cellulose fibers (with refractive index n = 1.47) [62], which is very
similar to that of PVA [63]. Because PVA is soaked into the transparent paper when
processed, the refractive index of the mixture (transparent paper and PVA) is very
similar to that of either the cellulose fibers or PVA alone. To better understand
the enhancement in absorptivity, we consider an incoherent light propagation model
based on the Fresnel equations with two different layers: the mixture of the trans-
27
Figure 2 (option 1) : the refractive index of PVA used  
(a) Experiment: Bare GaAs Reflectivity (b) 
(c) (d) 
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Figure 2.7: Transparent paper ARC reduces reflection over a wide range
of incident angles and wavelengths. For the bare GaAs cell, contour
plots of (a) measured and (b) calculated reflectivity as a function of
incident angle (from 10◦ to 55◦) and wavelength (from 400 nm to 900
nm) are in close agreement. The addition of a transparent paper ARC
greatly reduces the measured reflection (c) over all angles and wave-
lengths. Calculations using an incoherent reflection model accurately
predict the expected reduction of the reflectivity (d). Differences be-
tween the experiment and the calculations near λ = 430 nm are predom-
inately due to differences in the optical properties of the GaAs used and

















Figure 2.8: Calibration of polarization of incident beam. Contour plot
of normalized intensity as a function of incident wavelength and polar-
ization angle.
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parent paper and PVA with a refractive index of ≈ 1.47 and the GaAs absorbing
layer [64]. An incoherent model is used because of the texturing and the thickness
of the layer rather than a coherent model, which would be appropriate for thin, flat
films. At each incident angle, the reflectivity is calculated for each polarization and
is given by
RS =




∣∣∣∣n1 cos θt − n2 cos θin1 cos θt + n2 cos θi
∣∣∣∣2 (2.6)
for S- and P - polarized incident illumination, respectively, where n1 and n2 are the
refractive indices of the two media at the interface and θi and θt are the incident
and transmitted angles from the surface normal. As discussed above, the slight
polarization of our illumination source was determined and used to weight the cal-
culated value of the reflectivity (Fig. 2.9). Because there are multiple reflections as
the rays travel through the film, a geometric series is calculated to determine the
total reflection (see Appendix A.2 for more detailed information about this model).
Figure 2.9 shows that this incoherent model explains our data well. The calculation
30
shows a slight increase in the reflectivity around 430 nm for samples both with and
without the transparent paper ARC, which is not observed in the experiment. This
feature is independent of the ARC and is likely due to a difference in the GaAs
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Figure 2.9: Measured (circles) and calculated (lines) reflectivity for both
the bare GaAs cell (blue) and the GaAs cell with the transparent paper
ARC (red) for λ = 550 nm. For the cell with the paper ARC, the
reflectivity is both reduced and angle independent.
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Chapter 3: Paper-based anti-reflection coatings on solar cells
3.1 Optoelectronic response of coated solar cells
In order to determine the effect of the transparent paper on a fully processed
solar cell, the paper is transferred to two different types of devices: an untextured
GaAs solar cell (M-Comm) and a textured monocrystalline Si solar cell (SensLite).
Both devices show a significant decrease in the optical reflectivity. The flat untex-
tured GaAs cell also shows a significant increase in the photocurrent as a result of
the coating; however, the textured monocrystalline Si device shows a decrease in
the photocurrent. This decrease is suspected to arise as a result of small amounts
of absorption in the paper-based ARC, which are increased by the enhanced path
length within the paper due to scattering from the textured pyramidal surface of
the monocrystalline Si solar cell as described at the end of this chapter.
The schematic showing the structure of the GaAs solar cell is shown in Fig.
3.1. The GaAs solar cells were obtained from M-Comm, and the layer thickness and
dopings are shown in Fig. 3.1. The cells were grown on an n-type GaAs wafer (300
µm thick), and the active regions were cladded by AlGaAs passivation and back
surface field layers. No traditional anti-reflection layer was used, because the added
paper layer acts as the anti-reflection coating.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the GaAs solar cell.
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3.1.1 GaAs solar cell
In addition to the reduced reflectivity shown in Chapter 2, the addition of
the transparent paper ARC also improves the external quantum efficiency (EQE)
of the solar cell measured at zero bias (see Fig. 3.2). EQE is the ratio of collected
electron-hole pairs to the number of incident photons:
EQE =
number of generated electrons/time
number of incident photons/time
. (3.1)
Thus, we need two measurements to determine EQE of a solar cell. First,
we measure the incident power arriving at the stage. Once we determine the cur-
rent (Ibaseline(λ)) under light illumination with a calibrated photodetector having a
responsivity of R(λ), the incident power is determined as Ibaseline(λ)/R(λ). Simul-
taneously, we measure the photo-generated current from the solar cell (Isample(λ))










where λ is the wavelength, h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light in a
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Figure 3.2: Quantum efficiency measurements for a GaAs solar cell with
and without the ARC. (a) External quantum efficiency for the cell with
the paper ARC (red) is improved over the entire wavelength range when
compared to the bare GaAs cell (blue). (b) Internal quantum efficiency
is unchanged upon the addition of the ARC, showing no detrimental
effect on carrier collection. Both EQE and IQE are measured on mul-
tiple regions (dotted and solid lines) of the cell and show no significant
deviations.
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setup. Improved EQE is observed over the entire wavelength range from 400 nm to
900 nm. The enhancement in EQE throughout the entire wavelength range without
any specific resonances is another indicator that the enhancement is not based on a
simple anti-reflection effect but on the reduced index contrast and surface texturing.
The internal quantum efficiency (IQE) can be calculated by dividing the EQE





As the expression illustrates, IQE is an intrinsic electrical characteristic of the
device. Thus, ideally the IQE should be the same for the solar cell with or without
the transparent paper ARC. As shown in Fig. 3.2(b), the IQE of the two different
solar cells are almost identical over the entire wavelength range, showing that the












Figure 3.3: External quantum efficiency measurement setup. Green dot-
ted line shows the beam path. Inset shows a solar cell under measure-
ment at a wavelength of 500 nm.
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The solar cell’s efficiency is determined under AM 1.5G illumination using a
solar simulator. A full spectrum solar simulator (Newport Model 91159) providing
power equivalent of 1 sun is used for measurements. This 150 W Solar Simulator
has a 2 × 2 inch (50.8 × 50.8 mm) collimated output, and one Air Mass 1.5 filter.
Using a LabView coded interface, we measure the solar cell performance and de-
termine relevant figures of merit, such as short-circuit current density, open-circuit
voltage, fill factor, etc. Figure 3.4 shows the measured current density-voltage (J-V )
characteristics of the cell. The cell’s electronic properties, which are extracted from
the J-V curve, are given in Table 3.1. With the transparent paper ARC on top of
the GaAs cell, the total power conversion efficiency is improved by 23.8%, from η =
13.56% to η = 16.79%. The improvement is predominantly due to an increase in the
short-circuit current density, Jsc (20.5%). A modest improvement in the fill factor,
FF (2.6%) is also obtained; however, there is almost no change in the open-circuit
voltage, Voc. Because PVA has been used for attachment of the transparent paper
to the GaAs cell, the electrical characteristics of the cell with PVA alone are also
measured to see if the PVA affects the properties of the solar cell. There is almost
no change in Voc and a slight increase in the efficiency (5.6%), mostly arising from
the enhancement in the photocurrent due to the thin PVA layer acting as a poor
quality ARC. We thus conclude that the PVA has minimal effect on the solar cell




























Figure 5  
Bare GaAs Cell 
GaAs Cell with paper ARC 
Figure 3.4: Current density vs. voltage characteristic for both the bare
GaAs cell (blue) and the GaAs cell with the paper ARC (red). The
addition of the paper ARC results in a 20.5% improvement in the short
current density and a 23.9% improvement in the power conversion effi-
ciency.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of electrical properties between the bare GaAs cell and the
GaAs cell with transparent paper ARC. Data represent the average of 7 measure-
ments, and the uncertainties correspond to the standard deviation of the mean.
Voc [mV ] Jsc [mA/cm
2] FF [%] η [%]
Bare GaAs cell 1001.9 ± 0.3 18.67 ± 0.01 72.5 ± 0.5 13.55 ± 0.10
GaAs cell with paper ARC 1004.0 ± 0.5 22.49 ± 0.01 74.4 ± 0.2 16.79 ± 0.03
Enhancement from the bare GaAs cell [%] 0.21 20.46 2.62 23.91
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3.1.2 Si solar cell
To determine the effect of the transparent paper ARC on the most common
photovoltaic device architecture, we attach the transparent paper to both a flat
Si wafer and to a monocrystalline textured Si solar cell, which results in reduced
reflection over all angles and wavelengths throughout the visible spectrum (Fig. 3.5).
The reflectivity is measured as a function of incident angle using an integrating
sphere and monochromatic illumination. Figure 3.5 shows contour plots of the
reflectivity, which are a function of incident angle (from 10◦ to 55◦) and wavelength
(from 400 nm to 1000 nm). Without the transparent paper on top, the flat Si
wafer generally reflects approximately 35-45% of the incident light (Fig. 3.5(a),
top); however, the addition of the transparent paper ARC reduces the reflection to
approximately 15-25% (Fig. 3.5(a), bottom).
Because most monocrystalline Si solar cells are processed to achieve pyramidal
texturing for increased light incoupling, we also consider the effect of our transpar-
ent paper on these devices. Before application of the transparent paper ARC, the
device’s reflectivity is reduced (Fig. 3.5(b), top) in comparison with an untextured
Si wafer (Fig. 3.5(a), top). The addition of the paper ARC to the textured Si
solar cell further reduces the reflection (Fig. 3.5(b), bottom). Thus, the transpar-
ent paper ARC is able to reduce the reflection for both textured and untextured
Si devices. This coating technique can be applied to virtually any kind of solar
cell ranging from Si, which dominates the PV market, to next-generation thin-film
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Figure 3.5: Transparent paper ARC reduces reflection over a wide range
of incident angles and wavelengths when applied to a Si wafer or solar
cell. (a) Measurements of the reflectivity of a bare Si wafer (top) and the
same wafer after the application of the transparent paper ARC (bottom)
as a function of incident angle (from 10◦ to 55◦) and wavelength (from
400 nm to 1000 nm). Contour plots show that the reflectivity is reduced
for all wavelengths and incident angles. (b) Measurements of the reflec-
tivity for a textured monocrystalline Si solar cell without (top) and with
(bottom) the transparent paper ARC. Similarly, the reflection is reduced
for all wavelengths and incident angles. (c) SEM of the top surface of
the textured monocrystalline Si solar cell with pyramidal structuring
on the surface (top). After attachment of the transparent paper ARC,
the pyramidal structures are no longer visible and only the larger scale
cellulose fibers can be seen (bottom).
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The transparent paper ARC also shows little dependence on the incident angle
of illumination, which reduces the need for a mechanical tracking system to align
the surface normal of the solar cell with the incident light from the sun (Fig. 3.5).
We attribute the reduced angular dependence to the surface texturing of the trans-
parent paper ARC, which helps light enter this ARC even at steep angles.
The monocrystalline Si solar cell’s efficiency was also determined under AM
1.5G illumination; however, despite the decreased reflectivity, the photocurrent was
not enhanced (Fig. 3.6). To understand this surprising result, the optical properties
of the paper and the scattering at the Si interface must be carefully considered.
While the paper has high transmission, we found that it also absorbs approximately
2.1% of the incident light (averaged across the solar spectrum) when placed on a
glass slide and measured using an integrating sphere. When the paper is placed
on a flat surface, the path length is only enhanced slightly due to the texturing of
the paper itself. However, when placed on top of the textured Si, the paper leads
to increased wide angle backing scattering of the light as it is reflected off the Si
surface. The increased path length within the paper can result in non-negligible
absorption within the layer. This effect is clearly observable in the diffuse absorp-
tion measurement (Fig. 2.2), which shows increased absorption within the paper for
light entering at non-normal incidence angles. The reflectivity is still reduced upon
the addition of the paper ARC; however, a larger fraction of the absorption occurs
in the paper when the Si layer is textured, leading to a decrease in the measured
photocurrent. The electronic properties for both the bare monocrystalline Si solar
cell and the cell with the paper ARC are shown in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of electrical properties between the bare Si cell and the cell
with a transparent paper ARC.
Voc [mV ] Jsc [mA/cm
2] FF [%] η [%]
Bare Si cell 563.9 ± 0.3 28.02 ± 0.02 57.3 ± 1.0 9.05 ± 0.20
With ARC 559.8 ± 0.1 26.25 ± 0.01 60.5 ± 0.1 8.90 ± 0.01
Lossless ARC (Predicted) 568.1 ± 0.3 28.91 ± 0.02 57.2 ± 1.0 9.39 ± 0.20
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In order to recover the advantageous anti-reflection properties of the paper
when applied to a textured device, the absorption within the paper needs to be de-
creased. This can be achieved either by development of papers with less absorption
or with papers that are thinner, which would decrease the optical path length. In
order to calculate the expected performance improvement with such a paper ARC,
we calculate the expected short-circuit current density increase upon application of
the paper ARC based on the experimentally determined decrease in the reflectivity
(Fig. 3.5(b)). Under AM 1.5G illumination, Jsc would be increased by 0.89 mA/cm
2
, corresponding to a 3.2% increase in the Jsc over the bare cell. Figure 3.6(b) shows
the J-V characteristic for the textured Si solar cell without paper ARC, with paper
ARC, and the expected J-V characteristic if there were no loss in the paper. The
expected J-V curve is obtained by adding 0.89 mA/cm2 to the photogenerated cur-
rent measured from the device without the paper ARC. In the same way, we can
estimate the expected EQE of the device with the addition of a lossless transpar-
ent paper ARC on the textured Si solar cell. As shown in Fig. 3.6(a), the lossless
transparent paper ARC applied to the textured Si solar cell would also improve
EQE throughout the entire wavelength range for the solar cell (from 400 nm to 1100
nm). However, the enhancement is not remarkable compared with the GaAs solar
cell because the textured bare Si solar cell already has good optical absorptivity at
near normal incidence as shown in Fig. 3.5(b). Thus, adding this transparent paper
ARC is not able to bring as large of an enhancement in EQE, when compared with
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Figure 3.6: (a) EQE measurement on textured Si solar cell without the
ARC (red) and with the ARC (blue). EQE without light loss within the
paper ARC is also predicted (black). (b) For the textured monocrys-
talline Si solar cell, adding the transparent paper ARC reduced the cell’s
Jsc and the power conversion efficiency as a result of increased light ab-
sorption within the transparent paper ARC layer. For a thinner or less
absorbing paper, the Jsc could be increased to 28.9 mA/cm
2 (compared
with 28.0 mA/cm2 for the device without ARC) as determined from
the decrease in the measured reflectivity. We predict that the efficiency
would reach 9.4%, an improvement of 3.8%.
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3.2 Paper-based anti-reflection coatings on a low index of refraction
substrate
Due to the difference in the refractive index between the paper ARC and the
GaAs or Si substrate, it is difficult to reduce reflection below ∼15% without grading
the index or increasing the scattering at the interface. For a lower index substrate
(e.g., P3HT, a common polymer solar cell material), the paper ARC can have im-
proved performance due to a more optimal index contrast. To further investigate
this idea, we performed reflection measurements on P3HT with and without the
paper ARC (Fig. 3.7). To prepare the sample, a droplet of the P3HT solution
was spun onto glass, and a thickness of ∼60 nm was achieved, as determined by
ellipsometry. This paper ARC effectively reduces light reflection throughout the en-
tire wavelength range of interest for this polymer (from 400 nm to 700 nm). In this
range, the solar spectrum-weighted light reflection was reduced from 17.0% to 13.7%
with the addition of the paper ARC, corresponding to an ∼ 20% overall reduction.
To determine how much the reduced reflection depends on the index contrast alone,
the reflection was calculated under the simplifying assumption of no scattering us-
ing the well-known matrix transfer method [65] where the P3HT was treated as a
coherent layer and the paper and glass were treated as incoherent layers. The glass
was assumed to have an index of 1.5, the paper, an index of 1.47, and the P3HT, a
wavelength dependent index derived from [66]. Despite the small discrepancy in the
magnitude between the experiment and calculation, it is clear that the paper ARC
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can perform well even on a lower index substrate. The difference between the exper-
iment and calculation is likely due to the difference between the refractive indices
of the P3HT layer in the calculations and the experiments and due to scattering by
the paper, which is not included in the calculation. For shorter wavelengths (from
400 nm to 450 nm), the effect of the paper ARC is not significant in the calcula-
tion. In this wavelength range, the refractive index of P3HT is slightly lower than
the paper ARC, and thus, the reduced index contrast from air to the polymer is
not obtained. For this reason, light reflection becomes slightly larger. By contrast,
the decreased reflection measured experimentally in this range is likely due to light
scattering within the paper ARC.
While additional improvement is needed for these paper-based coatings to
surpass the normal incidence performance of interference-based coatings, there are
many advantages to the cellulose paper ARCs. From a manufacturing point of view,
this room temperature fabrication process has the potential to reduce manufacturing
costs. From an optical point of view, the angular independence of the paper-based
ARC gives additional competitiveness to this technique, as it reduces the need for
solar tracking.
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Figure 3.7: Reflectivity of a polymer (P3HT) on glass is reduced upon
the addition of a paper ARC, showing potential application for thin-film
organic photovoltaic devices. Experimental results (a) are in general




In conclusion, we have observed improved optical response from solar cells
using a novel transparent paper-based anti-reflection coating. The paper leads to a
significant decrease in the reflectivity independent of incident illumination angle for
both textured and untextured cells. An increase in the power conversion efficiency
for the untextured cells is also observed; however, cells with surface texturing have
reduced power conversion efficiencies due to an increase in the absorption within the
paper ARC resulting from an increased path length within the coating. This study
also shows the need for testing beyond simple reflection measurements to determine
the effects of potential ARCs. Despite drawbacks on devices with textured surfaces,
this new type of ARC offers a simple, earth abundant material option and a room-
temperature deposition process, making this technique an excellent candidate for
planar solar cell technologies. Additionally, thinner transparent papers could provide
superior performance for textured devices by further reducing the loss within the
paper.
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Chapter 4: Dielectric micro-resonators
We present an effective and potentially scalable ARC for PV based on SiO2
dielectric nanospheres deposited by the Meyer rod rolling technique, which produces
broadband absorptivity enhancement of > 15% when applied to Si solar cells. The
highly periodic configuration of the SiO2 nanospheres leads to the excitation of
particular optical modes within the structure, which produces distinct electric field




Here we employ a water-based process to assemble a monolayer of silicon diox-
ide nanospheres on a substrate by the Meyer rod rolling technique, which produces
close-packed arrays with high density coverage. To generate a close-packed mono-
layer of SiO2 nanospheres, a surfactant (e.g. Zonyl) is added to the nanosphere
suspension to prevent their aggregation. The suspension containing nanoparticles
is then spread on the top of a semiconducting substrate and a dense monolayer
of SiO2 nanospheres assembles during the drying process (see Appendix B.1 for
more detailed information about the Meyer rod rolling technique). Figure 4.1 shows
a schematic illustrating the concept of the Meyer rod rolling deposition. Figure
4.2(a)-(c) shows the steps required to obtain a close-packed monolayer of spheres
with diameter of 500 nm and coverage area of ∼ 67%, as shown in Fig. 4.2(d). This
coverage can be improved through further optimization of the coating technique;
however, the achieved coverage is sufficient to demonstrate the optical resonances,
as presented in this chapter.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic showing the deposition process using a Meyer rod
rolling technique
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Figure 4.2: (a)-(c) Photographs depicting the fabrication steps for the
SiO2 dielectric nanosphere coating. A Meyer rod is pulled along the
surface of a Si wafer with a droplet of suspension containing SiO2
nanospheres. The sample is then submitted to a mild annealing treat-
ment, at 50 ◦C for 1 min for water evaporation. (d) SEM image showing
one monolayer of SiO2 nanospheres on a Si substrate.
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4.2 Simulations of optical response
The Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) method was used to simulate the
optical response of the dielectric spheres. We assumed close-packed SiO2 nanospheres
on a Si substrate, where the absorptivity of the Si substrate was calculated from its
reflection. We applied periodic boundary conditions horizontally within the simu-
lated volume (or a Bloch boundary condition when a plane wave source was prop-
agating at an angle) to simulate a periodic structure and a perfectly matched layer
boundary condition was used at the bottom of a Si substrate (see Fig. 4.3). Optical


























Figure 4.3: The boundary conditions as well as the simulation structures.
The definition of polarization in the structure and angle of incidence are
also shown.
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4.3 Optical enhancement due to nanospheres
The SiO2 nanosphere ARC results in increased absorption throughout the so-
lar spectrum as determined from experiments (Fig. 4.4). An integrating sphere and
monochromatic light are used to measure the absorptivity as a function of angle of
incidence and wavelength for both a bare Si reference wafer (Fig. 4.4(a)) and a Si
wafer with the nanosphere ARC (Fig. 4.4(c)). The addition of the SiO2 nanosphere
layer leads to both broadband and narrowband absorption enhancements through-
out the visible spectrum that vary with incident wavelength and illumination angle
from the surface normal.
One simple explanation for the increased absorption is that the spheres con-
stitute a new thin-film layer that acts as an anti-reflection coating whose index of
refraction varies with thickness based on the weighted-average of the index at each
height above the Si slab’s surface (Fig. 4.5). The calculated absorption of a Si
wafer without any coating (Fig. 4.5(a)) is compared to the absorption resulting
from a close-packed layer of SiO2 nanospheres (500 nm diameter) atop a Si wafer
(Fig. 4.5(b)) and to the absorption occurring in a Si wafer coated with the modeled
effective index thin-film (Fig. 4.5(c)). Broadband enhancements occur for both the
sphere array and the thin-film coating; however, only the sphere array leads to nar-
rowband absorption features (Fig. 4.5(b)). All calculations were performed using
the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) method. This explanation accounts
for the two broadband absorption enhancement regions that occur at ∼500 nm and
∼750 nm at normal incident and shift to slightly shorter wavelengths for larger in-
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cident angles (Fig. 4.5).
However, additional narrowband peaks (e.g., the absorption peak that occurs
at ∼600 nm in the experimental data for an incident angle of 10◦, which shifts
to longer wavelengths at higher angles) cannot be explained by this simple model.
In order to better understand the origins of the narrowband resonances, simula-
tions are performed, and contour plots of absorption are obtained (as a function
of incident illumination wavelength and angle) for a thick Si slab with and with-
out the nanosphere coating (Fig. 4.4(b),(d)). Simulations are performed for both
polarizations to match the unpolarized light from the experiment. The simulations
accurately describe the experimental data, including the absence of any sharp reso-
nances for the bare Si. Fig. 4.4(d) shows the calculated absorption in a Si slab with
a close-packed layer of SiO2 spheres, which is in good agreement with the experi-
mental data shown in Fig. 4.4(c). In addition to the broadband absorption regions
discussed above, the nanosphere coating also leads to regions with narrowband ab-
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Figure 4.4: Contour plots showing (a),(c) experimental and (b),(d) sim-
ulated absorptivity as a function of both wavelength (from λ = 400
nm to 1000 nm) and angle of incidence (from θ = 0◦ to 65◦) of incoming
light for (a),(b) a bare Si wafer and (c),(d) a Si wafer with a close-packed
monolayer of SiO2 nanospheres. All calculations are based on the FDTD
method. There is no experimental data for incident angles < 10◦ due
to geometric constraints that are typical of integrating sphere systems.
(e) Electric field profiles for data points numbered (1)-(5) in (c),(d) are
shown for each polarization.
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The electric field intensities for each polarization (transverse magnetic (TM)
and transverse electric (TE)) are displayed in Fig. 4.4(e) for each numbered point in
Fig. 4.4(c),(d). The electric field profile of the TM mode from point 4 (λ = 573 nm
at normal incidence) strongly suggests the excitation of whispering gallery modes
inside the sphere [17] - [19], as confirmed by the field intensity profile (Fig. 4.4(e)).
These modes couple with each other, most likely due to the close proximity of the
spheres, which allows for light scattering from one to another, ultimately leading
to a significant increase in the electric field strength within the periodic array of
nanospheres [25] - [27], [67] - [69]. These enhanced fields then couple into the high-
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Figure 4.5: Calculated absorption within a Si wafer with (a) no coating,
(b) a coating consisting of a close-packed layer of SiO2 nanospheres,
and (c) a thin-film coating layer with an effective index of refraction
corresponding to the average index at a given height above the Si wafer.
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4.4 Coupling of whispering gallery modes into the absorbing layer
To determine whether whispering gallery modes in each SiO2 nanosphere ac-
tually coupled into the Si absorbing layer, we probe the electric field intensity just
inside the Si absorber. Figure 4.6(a),(b) show the field intensity from normal in-
cidence illumination at resonances 1 (λ = 455 nm) and 4 (λ = 573 nm), and Fig.
4.6(c) shows the field intensity off resonance (λ = 600 nm). Resonances 1 and 4
(shown in Fig. 4.4(e)) are not accessible with the experiment because they occur at
normal incidence, but these resonances show a focusing effect (Fig. 4.6(a),(b),left)
that leads to increased semiconductor absorption. Figure 4.6(b) shows two high
intensity lobes on each side of the sphere, similar to the profile of the whispering
gallery mode of an isolated sphere [18]. The electric field intensity both at the inter-
face (red solid line) and 50 nm below (red dotted line) is much stronger than that
of off resonance excitation (Fig. 4.6(c), λ = 600 nm). Because significant energy
is captured inside the spheres, light eventually leaks into the high-index absorbing
substrate (i.e., Si wafer) beneath it, where it is absorbed.
To test the effect of the SiO2 monolayer ARC on an optoelectronic device, we
simulate the expected spectral current density of a solar cell with this coating (Fig.
4.7). To determine how much the current density is increased, the AM1.5G solar
spectrum-weighted current density, J , is calculated for the cases with and without
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Figure 4.6: Electric field profiles at resonances resulting from illumina-
tion at (a) λ = 455 nm and (b) λ = 573 nm. High fields are observed
inside the SiO2 nanosphere, which couple into the Si substrate. Lateral
field profiles at the top of the Si substrate (red solid line) and 50 nm be-
low the interface (red dotted line) show increased intensities within the
Si for the resonant wavelengths (455 nm and 573 nm). (c) Electric field
profiles for off resonance illumination (λ = 600 nm), where no specific,






where q is the electron charge, S(λ) is the AM1.5 solar intensity per unit wave-
length, and ηEQE(λ) is the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the device. For
this calculation, ηEQE(λ) is obtained from the absorptivity within the Si substrate,
assuming perfect internal quantum efficiency (IQE) for the wavelengths of interests
in our calculation for simplicity. Figure 4.7 shows the calculated absorptivity, the
AM1.5G solar intensity, and the calculated spectrally resolved current density. The
absorptivity enhancement due to the previously described resonances (λ = 455 nm
and 573 nm, see Fig. 4.6(a),(b)) results in higher spectral current density. For a
bare Si cell (black line), the total integrated current density (from λ = 400 nm to
the bandgap of Si, λ = 1100 nm) is 27.71 mA/cm2. With the addition of the close-
packed SiO2 nanospheres coating, the spectral current density (blue line) increases
to 29.75 mA/cm2, a ∼7.4% improvement over that of a bare cell. As expected, the
spectral current density at λ = 600 nm (off resonance, see Fig. 4.6(c)) is much lower
than the current density at either of the resonant peaks. Thus, we expect that this
new ARC yielding high absorptivity enhancement can significantly increase photo-
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Figure 4.7: (a) Calculated absorption from two different structures: a
bare Si cell (black) and a cell with close-packed SiO2 nanospheres on
top (blue). (b) AM 1.5 G solar spectrum for wavelengths of interest.
(c) Calculated spectral current density obtained by weighting the solar
spectrum by the calculated absorption. Enhancements in the spectral
current density are observed at the wavelengths of 455 nm and 573 nm,
and no enhancement is found at a wavelength of 600 nm.
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4.5 Resonance tuning
Various applications require minimized reflection at particular wavelengths,
which necessitate tuning the resonance of the nanostructures decorating the surface
of the optoelectronic device in question. This tuning can be achieved by varying
the spacing between the spheres (Fig. 4.8(a)) or by varying the diameter of the
spheres (Fig. 4.8(b)). As expected, increasing either the diameter or spacing be-
tween the spheres leads to a red-shift of the resonances. Three particular resonances
are emphasized in Fig. 4.8, corresponding to resonances 1, 2, and 4 from Fig. 4.4.
The red-shift is more pronounced as the diameter of the sphere is increased com-
pared to when an air-gap spacing layer is added to the lattice, because the electric
field experiences a higher effective index of refraction, resulting in a larger effective



















































Figure 4.8: Reflectance as a function of wavelength for a monolayer of
SiO2 spheres on a Si substrate showing the reflectance variation due to
(a) spacing between the 500 nm diameter spheres and (b) sphere diame-
ter in a close-packed configuration. The three resonances (assigned as 1,
2, 4) correspond to the resonances that occur at normal incidence shown
in Fig. 4.4. The dashed lines are guides to the eyes. All calculations are
based on the FDTD method.
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4.6 Microscale optical measurement
In order to investigate the optical resonances in more detail experimentally, we
measure the reflectance on the microscale regime using an upright optical microscope
(Fig. 4.9(a)). For this microscopic reflection measurement, a tungsten halogen white
light source (BPS101, BWTEK Inc., Fig. 4.10) was connected to a confocal optical
microscope via a multimode optical fiber. The reflection signal was recorded by
a CCD camera (DV401-BV, WiTec). The reflection spectrum shown in Fig. 4.9
was the average of nine measurements for different regions of the sample with close-
packed SiO2 nanospheres, recorded with an integration time of 0.2 s per frame and
an average over 100 frames. Regions containing only close-packed SiO2 nanospheres
are selected for this measurement. Three representative areas are shown in Fig.
4.9(a), where each hexagonal pattern shows illumination of seven close-packed SiO2
nanospheres. For normally incident light at λ = 573 nm, one would expect excitation
of a whispering gallery mode and reduced reflection; however, Figure 4.9(a) instead
shows a peak in the reflectance near this wavelength. This peak is caused by an
angle averaging effect of the numerical aperture of the objective lens (NA = 0.75,
corresponding to an acceptance angle of ∼30◦).
As shown in Fig. 4.4(d), as the incident angle of illumination is increased from
0◦ to 30◦, the resonance that occurs at λ = 573 nm is split (there is a red-shifted
and a blue shifted branch). FDTD simulations show that the weighted average of
the reflectance over this angular region agrees well with the experimental results




































Figure 4.9: (a) Left: Microscopic reflectance measurements and simula-
tions for a set of close-packed SiO2 nanospheres. Right: representative
optical images of three close-packed clusters under illumination. (b) Left:
Macroscopic reflectance measurements and simulations corresponding to
an angle of incidence of 10◦ with respect to the normal. Measurements
were performed using an integrating sphere and calculations using the
FDTD method. Right: SEM image showing SiO2 nanospheres atop a Si






















Figure 4.10: Measured spectrum of the tungsten halogen white light
source (BPS101, BWTEK Inc.). Inset shows the light source coupled
into the multimode optical fiber.
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Figure 4.9(b) shows a macroscopic measurement of the reflectance obtained using
an integrating sphere with a spot size of ∼0.5 cm2 at an incident angle of 10◦. The
relatively flat response is an effect of averaging over the resonances as a result of
variation in sphere diameter, spacing, and periodicity/randomization, as seen in the
SEM image (Fig. 4.9(b), right). Despite this averaging effect, simulations of the
reflectance for a close-packed array of 500 nm diameter spheres illuminated at an
incident angle of 10◦ describe the measurements well (Fig. 4.9(b), left).
A weighted-average of the reflectivity resulting from different sphere sizes based
on SEM images results in a further flatting of the optical response (Fig. 4.11). The
size variation of the deposited SiO2 nanospheres was determined via image analysis
of a representative scanning electron microscope image (Fig. 4.11(a)). The mean
diameter was 502 nm with a standard deviation of 75 nm (Fig. 4.11(b)). The
distribution of sphere sizes was used to determine the total reflectance by taking
an average of the reflectance values from simulations of each sphere diameter and
weighting the result by the distribution function (Figs. 4.4(d) and 4.5(b)).
Variation in sphere size, spacing, and Si surface coverage results in an averag-
ing effect for macroscopic measurements of the reflectance. While the experiments
are performed over an area of ∼0.5 cm2, optical simulations are limited to areas of
∼1 µm2 and employ periodic (or Bloch) boundary conditions to enable largescale
arrays. To simulate the effects of nanosphere size variation, we have performed
simulations of the reflectance under normal incident illumination for spheres with
diameters between 460 nm and 540 nm (Fig. 4.12, grey lines), corresponding to
the size distribution obtained from SEM images of the samples (Fig. 4.11). Fig-
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ure 4.12 also shows the weighted-average of simulations with different sphere sizes.
Similarly, the nanosphere arrays do not always cover the complete surface of the Si
wafer. To determine the effect of surface coverage, a second weighted-average of the
reflectance data was taken with the simulated reflectance data obtained for a bare
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Figure 4.11: (a) SEM image used to determine (b) the diameter variation
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Figure 4.12: Simulated reflectance for each sphere diameter (grey solid
lines) and the diameter weighted-average considering 67% and 100% area
coverages (black solid line and circles, respectively).
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4.7 Microscale electrical measurement
We perform local photocurrent measurements using a standard multi-crystalline
Si solar cell with a thin-film silicon nitride (Si3N4) antireflection layer with and with-
out the addition of the nanosphere coating. A confocal optical microscope was used
for the photo-response measurements, where a 100× objective lens was used as a
local source of excitation (with NA = 0.75). The illumination source originated
from a supercontinuum laser that was fiber-coupled to the microscope to measure
photo-generated current from the solar cell. To monitor the incident laser power,
a Si photodetector is used. A small fraction of light directed to a photodetector
for lock-in detection. Two lock-in amplifiers fed with one chopper are used simul-
taneously for this measurement to monitor both incident laser power and measured
photo-current at the same time. This addresses the time dependent power varia-
tions of the light source. A piezo stage is used to scan different parts of the sample.
A photograph and detailed schematic showing the measurement set-up are in Fig.
4.13 and Fig. 4.14, respectively. Because the tunable laser has a non-uniform power
spectrum, all the measurements were normalized to the incident power for each
wavelength. Thus, the measured wavelength-dependent photocurrent of the device
containing the nanosphere coating is normalized to the photocurrent obtained for
the device without the coating. Measurements are made on three different regions
of the sample, as shown in Fig. 4.15. The average photocurrent enhancement ob-
tained for three different regions with close-packed spheres is shown in Fig. 4.16(b).
The measurement is compared with the calculated absorptivity enhancement based
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on FDTD simulations (Fig. 4.16(a)). A peak in the calculated absorption and the
measured photocurrent is found at λ = 455 nm. This peak corresponds to a reso-
nance similar to resonance 1 (Fig. 4.4(d)) for a SiO2 array directly atop Si, whereas
for the device in Fig. 4.16 there is an additional Si3N4 coating. This resonance
persists even though the incident illumination contains a range of angles (0◦ to 30◦).
The measured and calculated enhancements are found to be in good agreement.
Fig. 4.16(c) shows an SEM of the close-packed nanosphere coating, indicating areas














Figure 4.13: A photograph showing the optical path for the supercon-
tinum laser coupled into the microscope. Red dotted line shows the
beam path.
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Figure 4.14: Schematic showing the microscale photocurrent measurement set-up.
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Figure 4.15: (a) Optical and (b)-(d) SEM images showing the Si solar
cell used for photocurrent measurements. (d) Numbers on the image
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Figure 4.16: (a) Calculated absorptivity and (b) measured photo-
response enhancement resulting from the addition of a close-packed SiO2
nanosphere coating to a Si solar cell that already contains a Si3N4 ARC.
Inset shows the calculated electric field profile at λ = 455 nm, which is
similar to resonance 1 in Fig. 4.4. A photocurrent enhancement of ∼5%
is measured. (c) SEM image showing three representative, close-packed
regions where the measurements shown in (b) were performed.
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4.8 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have developed SiO2 dielectric nanosphere ARCs that im-
prove the light absorptivity within a semiconducting slab and ultimately increase the
power conversion efficiency of solar cells by exploiting various optical resonances. A
combination of optical simulations and experimental measurements were performed
and compared, which enable insights into the excited modes. Photo-response mea-
surements for a Si solar cell were also presented, and the results illustrate how
the excitation of individual modes can improve the optoelectronic properties of so-
lar cells. Because SiO2 nanospheres can be made with an easy, inexpensive and
scalable process, this type of ARC is an excellent new candidate for replacing con-
ventional ARC technologies that are unsuitable for certain photovoltaic technologies.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and future outlook
In this thesis, I have described novel anti-reflection techniques based on two
architectures: (i) a transparent cellulous-fiber coating and (ii) an array of coupled
micro-resonators. Both techniques enable a significant reduction in the reflectivity
of a device and are amiable to large-scale production. These techniques were ex-
perimentally applied to a variety of common solar cell materials (e.g., GaAs and
Si). The addition of a transparent paper coating to an uncoated GaAs solar cell
lead to a 23.9% improvement in the power conversion efficiency. Similar enhance-
ments can be obtained for flat Si solar cells; however, textured devices are hindered
by small amounts of absorption that occur within the transparent paper. Coupled
micro-resonators created by SiO2 spheres are also shown to reduce reflective and
have both broadband and narrowband resonances that can be tuned by modifica-
tion of either the pitch or diameter of the spheres. Trade-offs exist between larger
narrowband enhancements and smaller broadband enhancements.
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5.1 Improving transparent paper coatings
The addition of a transparent cellulose-fiber coating to a typical solar cell made
of GaAs or Si, reduces reflection from 35-40% to 15-20% over the entire spectral
range. While this reduction in reflection leads to a significant power conversion
efficiency enhancement, its performance does not surpass that of traditional thin-
film anti-reflection coatings despite its advantages in terms of fabrication costs,
flexibility, and environmental sustainability. However, given these advantages, we
consider future opportunities to improve these paper coatings.
In order it reduce reflection further, one could use multiple papers to create a
graded index coating. The index of refraction of the paper is based on the cellulose
pulp material, density, and binder material. By changing these parameters, the
index of refraction can be modified. An ideal broadband anti-reflection coating
would consist of a material whose index of refraction is equal to that of air at the
top (where the light enters the whole structure), is equal to that of the substrate on
the bottom (where light enters the semiconductor), and is gradually varied from one
side to the other. In principle, this behavior could be achieved by stacking multiple
layers of papers with different refractive indices.
To improve paper coatings on textured surfaces, one needs to reduce absorption
within the paper layer. We showed that the absorption within the paper layer is
very small (Fig. 2.2); however, even spurious absorption of a few percent can be
important for very high quality solar cells. To reduce absorption further, it would
be useful to explore papers made from different plant pulps.
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In addition to improved optical performance, future transparent paper coatings
will need to be robust enough to be deployed for long periods of times (e.g., decades).
While our initial stability tests show that these coatings can withstand significant
exposure to solar illumination, further in-depth studies are needed. Most solar
panels are rated for 20-30 years of operation (however, many last much longer), and
the paper should be made to withstand similar timeframes.
5.2 Improving dielectric micro-resonator coatings
To improve micro-resonator coatings, a balance is needed between weak broad-
band absorption enhancements and strong narrowband enhancements. One way to
increase the number of resonances is by using multiple spheres with either different
diameters or that are made of different materials (with different refractive indices).
Our preliminary studies suggest that the introduction of different materials into the
periodic array (e.g., Si3N4, TiO2, etc.) can yield additional resonances and improved
reflection suppression.
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Appendix A: Additional information on experiments and cal-
culations
A.1 Polarization of optical setup
While ideally the light entering the integrating sphere from the monochrom-
eter is unpolarized, we determined that there was a slight wavelength-dependent
polarization due to the optics of our setup. The polarization of the light incident on
the integrating sphere was measured (Fig. 2.8) and used to correct our simulation
data, which is calculated separately for each polarization. The relationship between
incident and reflected light at the sample for each polarization is
Ir,S = Ii,S ·RS (A.1)
and
Ir,P = Ii,P ·RP (A.2)
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where RS is the reflectivity, and Ir,S and Ii,S are the intensity of reflected and
incident light, respectively, for the incident S-polarized light. Similarly, Ir,P , Ii,P ,
and RP correspond to the values for the incident P -polarized light.
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A schematic illustration and a photograph (LPNIRE100-B, Thorlabs) showing
polarizers we have used to determine system polarization are in Fig. A.1. For
shorter wavelengths, we use a polarizer that has an operational range of 400-700 nm
(LPVISE100-A, Thorlabs). The dot denotes the direction of the E-field polarization
(see Fig A.1). For longer wavelengths, we use a polarizer having an operational range
of 600-1100 nm (LPNIRE100-B, Thorlabs). Note: for this polarizer, the dot denotes
the direction where the electric field is filtered out, resulting in a polarization of the
E-field that is 90 degrees with respect to the dot (see Fig A.1). Both polarizers are


















Figure A.1: Schematic of the polarizers used in the optical setup. (a)
Model LPVISE100-A polarizes the light along the direction of the black
dot for short wavelengths (400-700 nm). (b) Model LPNIRE100-B po-
larizes the light perpendicular to the direction of the black dot, which
is used for longer wavelength measurements (600-1100 nm). Note: we
found that the black dot denoting polarization direction can vary from
product to product from the manufacture, so it is best to measure the
polarization direction independently.
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A.2 Incoherent reflection model

























































Figure A.2: Schematic depicting multiple reflections resulting in a geo-
metric series.












∣∣∣∣n1 cos θt − n2 cos θin1 cos θt + n2 cos θi
∣∣∣∣2 (A.8)
and n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the two media at the interface and θi and
θt are the incident and transmitted angles from the surface normal. Because we are
dealing with a film, some of the transmitted light will be reflected once it hits the
next interface. This light will make its way back to the surface and a fraction of
that light will exit the structure, hence adding to the original reflection signal. This
process is shown in Fig. A.2.
The total reflectivity is then:






based upon the transmission, T , and reflection, R, shown in Fig. A.2.
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Appendix B: Fabrication details
B.1 Deposition of SiO2 nanospheres using a Meyer rod
A monolayer of SiO2 nanospheres was deposited on Si by using the Meyer rod
rolling technique, with a 0.46 mm (0.018 in) wire wound rod (No. 18 wire wound
rod, RD specialties, Inc.). A surfactant (Zonyl) was added to the SiO2 nanospheres
suspension to prevent sphere agglomeration, resulting in a suspension with sphere
concentration of ∼ 0.1%. The coated sample was subjected to a mild annealing
treatment, at 50 ◦C for 1 min, on a hotplate to evaporate the water.
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B.2 A Si photodetector
A simple Si photodetector is fabricated and used to determine the effect of a
nanosphere array on an optoelectronic device. The device has two metal contacts
having different work functions deposited on a Si wafer. As a result of the differing
work functions, the band structure is asymmetric from one contact to the other.
With this type of structure, we can collect photo-generated carriers under light
illumination without any external bias. Because it is not a p-n junction-based
device, the efficiency is not high but can be used as a proof-of-concept. Thus, we
use this device to test the characteristics of our new anti-reflection coatings before
applying it to solar cells.
The mask (Fig. B.1 and B.2) is designed with a CAD software (AutoCad) and
the photomask (CAD/Art Services, Inc., www.outpucity.com) is made based on the
drawing. Figure B.3. to Figure B.7 show the fabrication procedures.
Photoresist (PR) is covered with a spin coater at 3000 rpm for 1 min. The mask
is aligned using a mask aligner and UV exposed for 7 s (see Fig. B.3). Exposed PR
is then removed with developer for 45 s. Metal 1 (Ag) is deposited using a thermal
evaporator and is in direct contact with the Si where the PR was removed. The
target thickness is 270 nm. Figure B.4. shows metal 1 deposited on the Si wafer.
The sample is immersed in PR remover for 40 min, and only the metal in contact
with Si remains. Any additional residue is then removed with acetone (see Fig.
B.5).
The electron beam evaporator (Denton) is used for metal 2 deposition (Pt).
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The target thickness is 20 nm. Figure B.6. shows the deposition of metal 2 on
a Si wafer. Afterwards, the thin layer of Pt is covered with an additional metal
layer having a thickness of 100 nm (Cr or Ag) to guarantee small contact resistance
and robust operation. Figure B.7. shows a schematic of device structure including
additionally deposited metal layers on metal 2 (Pt). Figure A.8 shows the fabricated
device (and holder) used for photo-current measurement with and without SiO2
nanospheres on surface. Table B.1 summarizes the fabrication steps.
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Figure B.1: (a) Designed layout of the photomask (AutoCad). (b) Fab-
ricated mask attached to quartz.
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Figure B.2: (a) Designed mask layout showing metal regions to be de-
fined. (b) Schematic of a typical device having a distance of 30 µm
separating the two metals. Other devices having a separations of 50 µm
and 100 µm are also made to determine the effect of carrier diffusion
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Figure B.3: Photolithograph. (a) A sample coated with photoresist (PR)
prior to spin coating. (b) Spin coating of PR at 3000 rpm for 1 min.
(c) A photograph of the mask aligner used for this work. The sample is
exposed under UV illumination for 7 s and PR is removed by immersing










Figure B.4: Metal deposition. (a) Metal 1 (Ag) is deposited with a
thermal evaporator. (b) Photograph showing Ag deposited samples and
bare Si. There is a clear color contrast due to the deposited Ag having
a thickness of 270 nm.
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(a)  (b)  
(c)  (d)  
Figure B.5: Ag removal. (a)-(c) Pictures showing the procedure of PR
removal after Ag deposition. The sample is immersed in PR remover
(Remover PG) for 40 min. (d) Further residue can be removed with
Acetone cleaning.
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Figure B.6: Final metallization. (a) Samples are loaded into the elec-
tron beam evaporator (Denton) for metal 2 (Pt) deposition. (b) Picture
showing Pt deposited onto the samples. The thickness is 20 nm. The
deposited Pt is covered with other metals (Ag, Cr) having a thickness of
100 nm afterwards to guarantee small contact resistance. (c) Photoresist
is removed after Pt deposition. (d) Picture showing the sample having
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Figure B.7: To guarantee small contact resistance on contact 2, addi-
tional metal layers (Cr, Ag) are deposited on top of Pt. (a) Schematics
showing three different types of samples for contact 2; Pt only (Sample
1), Pt with additional Cr on top (Sample 2), and Pt with additional
Ag on top (Sample 3). Regardless of the existence of additional metal
layers, the band structure of three samples are similar. (b) A picture
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Figure B.8: (a),(b) Optical and (c),(d) SEM images showing Si pho-
todetector used for photocurrent measurement (a),(c) without SiO2
nanospheres (b),(d) with SiO2 nanospheres.
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Table B.1: Si photodetector fabrication steps.
Step Description Equipment Conditions Remarks
1 Cleaning Hood
2 Ozone cleaning UV Ozone cleaner ∼ 1 hour Surface up
3 PR coating Spinner 3000 rpm for 1 min Use positive PR (1813)
4 Soft bake Hot plate 100◦C for 1 min Left oven (UMD FabLab)
5 Align mask MJB-3 Mask aligner UV exposure for 7 sec Glass printed down
6 Develop Hood Developing for 45 sec
Micro DEV 1:1,
in developer there should
be no H2O
7 Pattern checking Optical microscope
8 Metal 1 deposition Thermal / E-beam evaporator
9 PR removing Hood and hot plate
Depends on situation,




Repeat from step 3
for the 2nd round
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